The angler’s guide of the “Vasútpart” (Railway shore)
The definition of the “Vasútpart”: the northern shore segment (lot number: 576/1) of Gyékényes,
which is bounded in east-west direction by the 46°14’57.3’’ N 16°58’54.0’’ GPS and 46°15’00.4’’N
16°59’40.2’’E GPS coordinates while in north-south direction it is bounded by the railway and the
shore of the lake.
Entitled to fishing: Gyékényes és Környéke Horgász és Szabadidő Egyesület (Fishing and Leisure
Time Association of Gyékényes and its Surroundings – address: 8851 Gyékényes Stabadság tér 7).
The rules of the general angler’s guide of Gyékényes also apply to the total area of the Vasútpart.
Highlighted rules:
-

It is compulsory to buy a regional ticket.

-

Only the designated angler’s spots can be used for fishing.

-

Fishing is forbidden along the shore segment between the angler’s spots.

-

Registration is necessary for fishing on the shore segment.

-

It is allowed to put up a tent or set up a caravan during the period of fishing. When the fishing
activity is over, the tent and caravan have to be removed from the area.

-

The Association and the owner of the area do not assume any responsibility for damages in
vehicles and objects.

-

The Association and the owner of the area do not assume any responsibility for the accidents
(personal injury, death) that might happen in the area. Everybody stays in the area under their
responsibility.

-

It is allowed to place buoys only during the period of fishing.

-

During the fishing activity everybody is obliged to keep their environment clean. On arrival at
the angler’s spot, if the angler sees any waste, it must be reported to the fishery officer.
Fishing is PROHIBITED at an angler’s spot that is covered in litter. The litter must be
collected before fishing is started. On departure the angler’s spot must be clean and everybody
is obliged to take away the accumulated waste.

-

It is allowed to do fishing at he angler’s spots along the Vasútpart for no more than 14 days in
a row, then the angler cannot register into the shore segment for 14 days. When the 14 days
are over, the angler is allowed to register into any free places. These provisions apply also to
people who do fishing foe fewer than 14 days (e. g. after a 7-day period of fishing it is not
allowed to register into the area for 7 days).

-

It is possible to book in advance.

-

It is STRICTLY FORBIDDEN for unauthorised people to stay and swim at the designated
shore segment.

In this case the area ticket is the invoice of payment in cash issued by the owner of the area by means
of which the angler can certify that the price of the area ticket has been paid. It is possible to buy aa
area ticket in the buildings of the Municipality of Gyékényes (8851 Gyékényes Szabadság tér 7 –
ground floor, door 4). Registration can be completed here and it is necessary to have the ID card, the
residence card, the state angler’s ticket and the area permit for this procedure. The registration is
carried out by Csilla Bodó, the employee of the Fishing Association. Telephone number: +36/30/54580-49; e-mail: gyekenyeshorgaszegyesulet@gmail.com.
On the area ticket the name, the address, the ID card number, the number of the state angler’s ticket,
the number of the area permit and the period of time (in hours) that the angler will spend at the rented
spot are recorded. The abovementioned data are given on a voluntary basis, for the purpose of
registration and the data are handled exclusively in connection with that.
The angler’s spots can be occupied only after registration and if the angler possesses a valid area ticket
and an area permit. These documents are checked by the fishery officers of the association. In case
some documents are missing they must be supplied immediately. Otherwise the angler must leave the
designated area.
In the case of a repeated or egregious violation of the rules the person concerned may be banned from
the area and it is possible that an area ticket will not be issued for them.
By buying a ticket the angler acknowledges the angler’s guide and accepts it as a compulsory one for
themselves.

The prices of tickets for using the area (gross amount)
-

12-hour ticket: 500 HUF

-

24-hour ticket: 1000 HUF

-

72-hour ticket: 2500 HUF

-

1-week ticket: 6000 HUF

-

2-week ticket: 12000 HUF

